OBERLIN LOCAL SHUTTLE

As dedicated to being as much about the students as they are about their work, BinStored is a way for students to move their belongings from one location to another at a price that makes sense. The shuttle service is available to students who need to move their belongings from one dorm to another, and it is designed to be affordable and convenient. The service is available during the week and on weekends, and it is available to students who live in any part of the Oberlin community.

BRIKET SHABBAT FEATURING THE ACAPELICANS

The Acapelicans, Oberlin's world-renowned a cappella ensemble, performed at the spring show at the Cat in the Cream Coffeehouse. The group has been performing together for over 20 years and is known for their high-energy performances and unique style.

WAX MONSTERS AND CHROME SPARKS

Seniors Matthew Gallagher and Luke Lewit perform a show by the electronic band Wax Monsters, which features new music from the trio's upcoming album. The group is known for their unique sound and innovative approach to music. The show was held at the annual spring show at Oberlin's one and only on-campus nightclub, the 'Sco — that's the Dionysus Disco.

Fifty graduating seniors representing majors from archaeology and geology to ethnomusicology and gender, sexuality, and feminist studies, presented their research findings in the annual senior symposium. Topics ranged from the effect of heavy metal ions in Huntington's Disease to themes of obsessions and incest in Gabriel García Márquez's One Hundred Years of Solitude. The symposium is a culminating experience in which students do just what academics and artists do: present their work, whether a research presentation or creative performance or show, and engage in open conversation about that work.